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?Do You Have $500?
I’m going to assume you have a computer 

or tablet already, as well as a smartphone 

(maybe). You also likely have some 

physical area where you can work, like 

a home o�ce, or your couch. What you 

probably don’t have is a scanner. Fortu-

nately, you can buy a Fujitsu ScanSnap 

that comes with a free copy of Nuance 

Power PDF. 

Now you’re paperless, and you 

have the baseline requirement for 

running a modern law �rm.

Of course, if that’s the 

direction you’re going to take, 

you’ll be limited to free so�ware, 

which there is a lot of, even if most of it has not insigni�cant draw-

backs. It turns out vendors that don’t charge for their services have less 

than robust products. Go �gure.

So, You Can Start a Law Firm for Less Than $500

�e question is whether you want to. Because, if you start a law �rm 

for $500, it ain’t going to be a super professional one. You’ll have an  

aol.com email account, you won’t have a website and you might be 

sitting on a crate when clients show up at your house.

But let’s be realistic: .00001 percent of lawyers are actually going to 

start a law �rm for under $500.

FAT STACKS

G
ood. You’re the proud owner of a new 

law firm! (Seriously, congratulations.) 

Thanks mostly to the spate of technology 

advances made possible by cloud ser-

vices, it is cheaper to practice law than ever before, 

because lawyers can virtualize much of what they 

do. That means if you’re willing to bootstrap the 

living heck out of your law practice, you can get in 

for next to nothing, including marketing expenses.
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FAT STACKS

Was it intriguing to think that you might be able to start a law �rm for 

$500? Yes. Was it a pipe dream? Also, yes.

So, let’s get down to brass tacks: What else will you want to pay for, 

and how much will it cost?

We can organize your start-up costs into these broad categories:

• Technology

• Risk Allocation

• Marketing

• Administrative

H
ave you ever seen those images of dif-

ferent-size rocks stacked on top of each 

other online? Man, people love those. 

In most cases, rock stacks represent tran-

quility ( … unless you’re a seagull, in which case I 

suspect they make your life very, very difficult). Less 

calming is thinking about stacking expenses, on top 

of that basic start-up cost of $500.

Phat Stacks: OK, This Is How Much It 
Really Costs to Start a Law Practice
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To get to an actual, realistic �rst-year cost �gure for starting a �rm, 

let’s think back to those rocks. Each time you add an expense item 

based on the four categories above, you’re adding another rock to your 

tower. By the time you’re done, maybe you have a well-balanced rock-

pile with a nice little seashell on top, like in “Moana.” Or, maybe you’re 

weeping next to a scattered pile of pebbles, and wondering where your 

next meal is coming from.

Stick to my suggestions for the 11 tiers of expenses described below, 

to keep your opening budget on the straight and narrow.

Adding It Up: Eleven Tiers of Start-up Expenses

Start with your existing computer and phone. Buy a scanner for around 

$500. �en add to your start-up costs based on the following 11 catego-

ries, and based on your speci�c practice needs. 

Review the tiers one by one. Make notes. Check my math. Draw 

pictures of mustachioed �retrucks over what I’ve written. All manner of 

shenanigans are allowed — nay, encouraged!  

$500+

Technology Upgrades 1: Hardware and Data

Risk Allocation 1: Malpractice Insurance

Marketing 1: Networking

Marketing 2: Social Media Profile & Networks

Marketing 3: Website and Content

Administrative 1: Physical Stuff

Technology Upgrades 2: Software

Administrative 2: Office Space

Risk Allocation 2: Choice of Entity

Administrative 3: Delegation

Administrative 4: Consultant

FAT STACKS: 11 TIERS OF START-UP EXPENSES
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FAT STACKS

I 
like to think you already own a laptop and/or tablet and smart-

phone, and that you’re happy with them. But maybe that’s not the 

case; maybe you need a technology upgrade. If you do, you’re going 

to need to buy new items, and potentially upgraded data plans over 

the civilian-use systems you currently have in place.

Let’s say, at the uppermost level, that you need a new laptop ($1,000 

for a decent one), a new tablet ($350 for the new iPad) and a new 

smartphone (if you pay over time, which most companies make you do, 

it’s about $30 per month for the phone). Now you’re into new hardware 

for around $1,700 for the �rst year. If you need to ramp up your inter-

net speed or data plan, there’s another $600 per year.

(+ $2,300 = NEW First-Year Cost for Your Law Firm: $2,800)

Technology Upgrades 1: 
Hardware + Data

$2,300

$2,800
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M
ost attorneys are risk-averse, o�en by nature. So, it’s 

not surprising that most new lawyers and lawyers 

starting �rms are primarily concerned about avoiding 

ethics inquiries and malpractice claims. It is the rare 

lawyer, then, who would forgo a professional mal-

practice insurance policy for any amount of time. Since lawyer malprac-

tice policies are claims-made policies, however, there is an argument to 

be made for waiting, at least until you sign your �rst client. Of course, 

in certain cases, your hand may be forced, such as when a vendor (like 

a title insurance company) requires you to maintain a certain level of 

coverage to receive their referrals.

�e average malpractice policy for new lawyers is $600 to $1,200 

annually. Rates for more experienced lawyers depend on multiple 

factors, including practice area. So, we’ll go with the higher-end of the 

�rst-year estimate for our �gure here. 

(+ $1,200 = NEW First-Year Cost for Your Law Firm: $4,000)

FAT STACKS

Risk Allocation 1:  
Malpractice Insurance

$1,200

$4,000
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FAT STACKS

Marketing 1: Networking

$5,000

B
efore the early 1970s, when lawyers were formally allowed 

to advertise their services to the public, they relied on 

in-person networking to get direct business and to generate 

referrals. Many solo and small �rms still rely on that tactic, 

almost exclusively, when creating business. Networking, and 

especially the word-of-mouth referrals it begets, has traditionally been 

viewed as a cost-neutral event — but that view is inaccurate. While it 

doesn’t cost anything to actually talk to someone, putting yourself in 

a position to actually talk to someone has a distinct expense attached. 

�ink about what it takes to get in front of someone. If you’re going to 

an event, you’re not doing substantive work, you’re paying for gas and 

parking, you’re passing out business cards that you had to pay for, may-

be you’re paying for food and drinks. �ose things add up.

Lawyers don’t think marketing costs money because they don’t track 

the costs of marketing; of course, pretending those costs aren’t there don’t 

actually make them disappear. Even if you stick close to home and try 

to enforce a marketing budget, you’re still spending somewhere around 

$5,000 per year networking when you include association memberships.

(+ $5,000 = NEW First-Year Cost for Your Law Firm: $9,000)

$9,000
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FAT STACKS

E
stablishing pro�les on business listing sites (Avvo, Yelp) and 

social media sites (LinkedIn, Facebook) can be free if you fo-

cus exclusively on basic social media pro�les and free listing 

services. However, there are a bunch of lawyer listing services, 

and many of them are not free. Even free pro�le services, like 

Avvo, allow users to purchase pro�le enhancements and advertising. 

�e same goes for social media sites, which o�er advertising options, 

enhanced pro�les and advanced analytics. �e appeal of such options 

usually relates back to the strength of a lawyer’s personal brand — the 

stronger your own brand, the less likely it is that you need these en-

hancements. Of course, most startup law �rms are only beginning to 

build a brand, making these options even more viable.

Certainly, you could budget $1,000 annually toward focusing on 

enhancing your presence at listing and pro�le sites, even if your focus is 

exclusively on the free ones. And that limited budget could be poten-

tially be eaten up by just one item, like Facebook advertising, especially 

if you create content aggressively in support of your spending. Plus, let 

me say that promoting yourself via listing and social sites requires a 

high-resolution headshot, which at a professional studio will run you 

around $250. But, keep in mind that $1,250 is a very conservative esti-

mate here, and suggests that in your �rst year of operation at least, you 

are mostly relying on networking to produce your initial client base.

(+ $1,250 = NEW First-Year Cost for Your Law Firm: $10,250)

Marketing 2: 
Social Profiles + Social Networks

$10,250

$1,250
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Y
ou can make a run at developing a marketing pro�le 

without relying on a website, by banking instead on listing 

services and social media pro�les. But a website can serve 

as the hub of your online marketing e�orts and be a pow-

erful content generation center. While you can potentially 

design a website on your own, using free tools like WordPress, that is 

not a no-cost endeavor. You still need to pay for your domain name and 

FAT STACKS

Marketing 3: Website + Content
hosting, and potentially for images (including a logo), a theme (there 

are free ones, too), a support package and more. If you’re paying some-

one else to design a website for you (which, given the time it takes to 

do, is a reasonable solution) and paying for all the listed accoutrements 

and some others, you’re looking at an outlay of around $2,000, at the 

very low end.

�e content you generate through your website is more likely an 

elbow grease situation, where you’re personally putting in the work of 

creating and publishing content — especially when we’re talking about 

also managing social pro�les and streams. However, if you wanted to 

pay for content, there are ample opportunities to do so. You can buy 

e-newsletters, blog posts and social media posts. I suggest holding o� 

on that until you establish your own voice (or get busy enough to justify 

farming out that sort of thing), and building on your existing content 

pro�le. Let’s call that a year-three expense, then.

(+ $2,000 = NEW First-Year Cost for Your Law Firm: $12,250)

$2,000
$12,250
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R
emember that, for tax purposes, if you have a home o�ce, 

you kind of need to actually have a home o�ce, and that 

requires out�tting it with o�ce-type things, like a chair and  

desk. You may be able to get those things for free or second-

hand. But just having a desk and chair can get depressing. 

If I might suggest some additional items: a signed Larry Bird jersey, a 

sweet record collection and one of those fantastic banker’s desk lamps.

A low allocation �gure for your home o�ce setup is probably $500.

(+ $500 = NEW First-Year Cost for Your Law Firm: $12,750)

FAT STACKS

Administrative 1:  
Physical Stuff

$500
$12,750
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M
ost of the solo and small �rm lawyers I talk to are not 

willing to custom-build so�ware, which is wise. Most 

aren’t entirely comfortable with freeware options. 

Most want to pay for Microso� O�ce for productivi-

ty. Most realize the value of law practice management 

so�ware. Most will use QuickBooks for accounting, at the recommen-

dation of their accountants. CRM so�ware is gaining traction, but 

is still not used in the majority of solo and small law �rms. �ere’s a 

bunch of other so�ware lawyers can access as well, a list that’s continu-

ally growing as investment pours into the legal sector.

But at a baseline level, let’s say you’re buying into a productivity 

so�ware-law practice management system-accounting so�ware array.

�e total year one buy-in for that is probably around $1,500.

(+ $1,500 = NEW First-Year Cost for Your Law Firm: $14,250)

FAT STACKS

Technology Upgrades 2: Software

$1,500

$14,250
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FAT STACKS

Risk Allocation 2: Choice of Entity

$14,750$500

of options are available in terms of business formation, and the decision 

is best made in conjunction with an accountant, who can advise on 

your personal tax situation. But, let’s say you choose a single-member 

LLC, which is a popular option — you’re in for a �ling fee determined 

by your local secretary of state’s o�ce and potentially the cost of hiring 

an attorney to �le for you.

So, let’s assume that you, as a lawyer, dra� your own fee agreements 

and �le for your own business structures. You’re still on the hook for 

the application and �ling fees for your business entity, with recurring 

fees each year on top of that.

(+ $500 = NEW First-Year Cost for Your Law Firm: $14,750)

NOTE: Don’t forget to pay your estimated taxes, on a quarterly basis, at 

both the federal and state level, which will include self-employment tax 

— otherwise, if you make enough in year one (and you won’t be able to 

predict how much you’ll make), you may be hit with an unpleasant bill 

from the IRS come tax time.

W
hile it is possible to operate under a �ctitious 

(business) name by acquiring a d/b/a certi�cate, 

many lawyers and law �rms opt for a formal entity 

structure, in order to access some limitations on 

personal liability, as well as tax advantages — 

though, lawyers do also get into formal business entities for marketing 

purposes, if their clients will value a formal entity structure. A number 
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A traditional lease in a major city is quite the to-do. �at could run 

you upwards of $5,000 per month. If you’re a true startup, you’re likely 

unwilling to front that cost, and will formulate mostly virtual means to 

meet with your clients — meaning you will only have a limited need for 

a physical o�ce space. If that’s the case, a virtual o�ce may be a viable 

solution. Virtual o�ce space is not rented in toto, but is shared with 

other users. You will have access to a traditional o�ce space for a set 

number of hours per month, plus amenities like conference space and 

secretarial services — though those options may cost more. If you don’t 

want the space, but just need a mailing address that is not your home 

address, that option is available as well, at the lowest cost-entry point.

If the proposition is to pay for a mailing address and some number 

of hours per month, that is not an inexpensive proposition; but it will 

surely be cheaper than the traditional o�ce format.

Keep in mind, however, that if you end up sharing a virtual o�ce 

space with referral sources, the ability to market yourself e�ectively in 

that place will generate business, and o�set the cost of the space itself.

(+ $2,500 = NEW First-Year Cost for Your Law Firm: $17,250)

FAT STACKS

Administrative 2: Office Space

$2,500

M
aybe you don’t want to work from home. Maybe 

you’ve decided you need a separate physical space 

to be productive. Maybe you can’t work from home 

because your spouse is there … with the kids. Maybe 

you feel that your clients will expect a traditional of-

�ce space as a meeting place. Maybe you don’t want a P.O. box, or want 

to have access to ancillary services and/or free beer.

$17,250
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FAT STACKS

Administrative 3: Delegation

$2,500
$19,750

T
his is, more o�en than not, a consideration of more estab-

lished �rms; but hiring sta� or vendors, through which 

you can farm out work, is really the only way to grow a law 

practice extensively. As a solo, there are only limited hours 

you can bill before you start to destroy your personal life. 

�e conversion to becoming a manager, where you make hires or access 

contractors to pro�t bit by bit from their e�orts, allows you to make 

money outside of your direct e�orts.

Lawyers should practice “at the top of their law licenses,” getting 

paid for the creative work that they do, that holds the most value for 

clients. At a basic level, lawyers are not getting paid to pick up the 

phone and schedule meetings. If you can de�ne the work that you do 

that is high-value and delegate the rest, you will make more money. 

�e array of services you can contract out or virtualize can make the 

process highly cost-e�ective. �ere are virtual bookkeepers, secretaries, 

receptionists, paralegals and IT services. �ere are contract attorneys 

and law clerks. In some cases, an employment arrangement is preferred 

or required; but in many cases, it’s not absolutely necessary, which saves 

you paying traditional salary and bene�ts. �e gig economy is real.

As a startup law �rm, however, you can likely wait on sta�ng up. In 

that case, maybe you only use an accountant for your taxes and an IT 

person to help you get set up.

(+ $2,500 = NEW First-Year Cost for Your Law Firm: $19,750)
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FAT STACKS

Administrative 4: Consultants

C
ertainly, I’m hopelessly biased in this case, because I oper-

ate as a consultant for law �rms; but a number of lawyers 

�nd it valuable to take on consultants to help them manage 

various aspects of their business. It’s the “E-Myth Revisited” 

thing, where you need to spend some time working on your 

business (developing strategy), not always in your business (managing 

substantive work). Sometimes (and this is o�en a later-stage consider-

ation), it helps to have someone assist you with the “on” part — and that 

is where consultants �t in.

�ere is no shortage of consultants o�ering services to law �rms 

in categories like business management, technology and marketing. If 

there is an aspect of your business you want help with, there is some-

body out there willing to charge you for it.

When you’re starting out, you’re probably not accessing these ser-

vices yet. If your budget allows for it, though, you should, rather than 

spending an inordinate amount of time reinventing the wheel.

But, in terms of this discussion, I’ll give you a pass for now.

$?
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Go Forth — 
and LAUNCH! 

S
o, maybe I buried the lead a little bit here.  

Perhaps it’s closer to $20,000 for first-year 

costs when it comes to starting a law firm 

from scratch. But that number is signifi-

cantly smaller than what it was five or 10 years ago, 

and that has mostly been due to the proliferation 

of legal-facing technology services and the contin-

ued uptick in social media and mobile phone usage 

by consumers. Now that you know what your  

wallet’s in for, go forth — and launch!

POSTSCRIPT:  I mention very few products and speci�c prices in this article,  

because that is a losing game. With the prevailing pace of technology, new products 

and pricing for traditional products are a moving target. My attempt, then, has  

been to list product types and associated costs drawn from my experience.

FAT STACKS: START-UP EXPENSES

FAT STACKS

Bedrock: Existing computer, phone + scanner  $500

+ Technology Upgrades 1: Hardware and Data $2,300

+ Risk Allocation 1: Malpractice Insurance $1,200

+ Marketing 1: Networking $5,000

+ Marketing 2: Social Media Profile & Networks $1,250

+ Marketing 3: Website and Content $2,000

+ Administrative 1: Physical Stuff $500

+ Technology Upgrades 2: Software $1,500

+ Administrative 2: Office Space $500

+ Risk Allocation 2: Choice of Entity $2,500

+ Administrative 3: Delegation $2,500

+ Administrative 4: Consultant 

TOTAL ESTIMATED START-UP COST $19,750

Eleven Tiers of Start-up Expenses. Start with your existing computer and 
phone. Buy a scanner for around $500. Then add to your start-up costs 
based on these 11 categories, and based on your needs.
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About the AuthorWORKSHEET: START-UP EXPENSES

Existing computer, phone + scanner                         $500

+ Technology Upgrades 1: Hardware and Data 

+ Risk Allocation 1: Malpractice Insurance 

+ Marketing 1: Networking 

+ Marketing 2: Social Media Profile & Networks 

+ Marketing 3: Website and Content 

+ Administrative 1: Physical Stuff 

+ Technology Upgrades 2: Software 

+ Administrative 2: Office Space 

+ Risk Allocation 2: Choice of Entity 

+ Administrative 3: Delegation 

+ Administrative 4: Consultant 

TOTAL ESTIMATED START-UP COST                       $     

FAT STACKS
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“ONE REALLY GOOD IDEA EVERY DAY” 

Attorney at Work publishes law practice tips daily for enterprising  

lawyers. How-to marketing and technology tips. Survival lessons for 

new firms and new associates. Articles on how to manage your  

clients, your career — and your stress! All aimed at helping you build  

a thriving, satisfying practice.

Sign up for our free “Daily Dispatch” newsletter and every morning 

we will link you to articles brimming with actionable ideas. Regular 

columns, special features and periodic book-length guides are written 

for you by a crowd of expert authors and leaders from the  

vanguard of practice management. 

• Explore the website at www.attorneyatwork.com.

• Read our free e-zines, including Attorney at Work’s Annual Social Media 

Marketing Survey Report and marketing guides.

• Let us know what you think: editor@attorneyatwork.com.

SUBSCRIBE (DID WE MENTION  

IT’S FREE?)

If you’re not already a subscriber, take 

a quick second to sign up. You can 

choose a Daily Dispatch or Weekly 

Wrap subscription (or both) for the 

same price: Free! 

BROWSE THE BOOKSTORE

In addition to daily tips, Attorney at 

Work publishes downloadable e-guides 

and original books. Visit our bookstore 

for titles like these best-sellers:

• Getting Clients: For Lawyers Starting 
Out or Starting Over  
by Merrilyn Astin Tarlton

• One of a Kind: A Proven Path to a  
Profitable Law Practice  

by Jay Harrington

• Sponsoring Women: What Men Need to Know  

by Ida Abbott

Follow us on Twitter @attnyatwork

Find the Attorney at Work page on Facebook

Follow us on LinkedInattorneyatwork
TM

ONE REALLY GOOD IDEA EVERY DAY

Attorney at Work
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“The bloggers of  

Attorney at Work truly 

fulfill the promise of 

their slogan: “One 

really good idea every 

day for enterprising 

lawyers.” Law prac-

tice management may 

not be for the faint 

of heart, but the tips 

and tricks offered by 

this blog can make it 

easier.”  

— ABA Journal Blawg 
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